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In Japan, this series arrived to the market in August ; however, exports were typically not
achieved until and depending on the market. The sedan and station wagon arrived first in
August , followed by the five-door hatchback in January , and the Europe-only three-door
hatchback in Toyota supplemented the original styling with an edgier, hatchback-only styling
treatment from Sedans and wagons sold in Japan adopted a new front-end design in , although
this version did not typically reach export markets. In other Asian markets and the Americas,
the ninth generation Corolla sedan and wagon only had unique front and rear styling treatments
with mild updates over the model's production run. It is built on a shortened V50 series Vista
platform. From being marketed as a premium compact sedan, to an affordable hatchback, the
ninth generation Corolla was designed as a "global" automobile to suit different market needs.
This was one of Toyota's most versatile and most popular models ever produced. The E series
was replaced by the E or E series in late or early but the E continued to be produced in China
until The E Corolla won the What Car? In , 1. The station wagon model is called the Corolla
Fielder in Japan and the five-door hatchback is called the Corolla RunX , launched in The
Toyota Allex is a five-door hatchback that replaced the Sprinter sedan, a badge engineered
version of the Corolla RunX. Allex models offered a different colour range and had minor styling
differences to the RunX, such examples include the plastic trim above the license plate area
being chrome as opposed to body colour like on the RunX. Interior cloth patterns also differed
from the RunX. These models offered an extra 4-speed tiptronic automatic or 6-speed manual
transmission, opposing the rest of the lineup. The Corolla Spacio Verso in Europe moved on to
the new platform, with later models adding a third row of fold-down seating in the back. The
Corolla sedan sold in Japan also differed slightly as compared to the other markets with a
slightly different headlamp and taillamp design. The E Corolla sold in Australia was available as
a sedan, wagon and five-door hatchback Seca. A small number of models were built in South
Africa, with the high-performance Sportivo hatchback only built exclusively in South Africa.
Minor changes in included the grille and replacing the headlights with a "tear drop" type. The
Sportivo was discontinued in Australia from due to the prohibitive costs involved in modifying
the engine to comply with Euro IV emissions. From May , the Ascent and Ascent Sport models
were upgraded with standard front power windows and passenger airbag, while the Conquest
models had ABS as standard. The equipment upgrades were not applied to the wagon, which
ceased production in August The GL proved most popular and differed from the GLX only by a
lack of woodgrain trim, rear electric windows, passenger airbag and alloy wheels. GLX models
mostly featured tan coloured interior with woodgrain trim, front fog lights and alloy wheels as
standard. The T Sport model offered a sportier look with spoiler, side skirts, front fog lights and
inch alloy wheels as standard. All models had the 1. The high-performance Corolla T-Sport with
1. An upmarket version of the ninth generation Corolla, dubbed the Corolla Altis , is
manufactured and sold in countries such as India , Indonesia , Malaysia , Pakistan , the
Philippines , Singapore , Taiwan and Thailand. It debuted in mid as a bigger and more luxurious
variant of the Japanese Corolla, featuring unique interior and exterior panels that separates it
from the basic Corolla. The Corolla Altis is targeted at consumers who prefer more comfort than
the standard Corolla but do not wish to buy the more luxurious Camry. In , the Corolla Altis
received its first facelift. Two years later, to keep up with its newer competitors, the Corolla Altis
received its second facelift. Exterior changes include another redesigned grille, redesigned
chrome rear license plate ornament, a new third LED brake light, and new audio switches on the
steering wheel. A new aerokit and new wing mirrors with signal indicators similar to the Camry
is available as an optional package in Malaysia. A low end variant of the Corolla Altis is also
branded as the Toyota Limo , featuring lower spec and intended for taxi businesses in Thailand.
It is not to be confused with the low end taxi version of the Toyota Vios which is also called
Toyota Limo in Indonesia. In Malaysia, the Corolla Altis was introduced in mid Notably in
Malaysia the models sold had tail lights that are identical to the models that are sold outside of
Asia and Southeast Asia. It features three-round insets for the tail lamps instead of the standard
single round inset used in other Asian markets. These were later replaced with the standard
single round insets. Both the 1. In Singapore, Toyota's exclusive authorised dealer Borneo
Motors originally sold the Japanese version of the Corolla, but later replaced it with the Corolla
Altis in with 1. The 1. In terms of product lifespan production lasted for seven years and number
of units sold, the Corolla Altis easily outlived its Corolla predecessors, making it currently the
most popular Corolla generation in Southeast Asia. The Excellence and Elegance editions were
offered with a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic gearbox while the Value edition was only
available in manual transmission. The production of the Corolla EX commenced in February and
ended on 17 February after a year run. In , Toyota Masao Saito's E design proposal was chosen
and frozen for production in early , with patents filed on 22 July at the Japan Patent Office under
patent number The Corolla carried over the 1ZZ-FE of the previous generation, but updated with

a plastic intake manifold. The Corolla grew in height from the previous generation, and used
larger inch wheels, which resulted in increased size and weight compared to the previous
generation. The S trim level featured sportier front and rear bumpers and side skirts, but
maintained side skirts and fog lights like the previous model. For the model year, the exterior
styling was refreshed with a new front bumper and grille, clear rear turn signal lenses, and
updated wheel covers for the CE and LE trims. Interior differences include white on black
Optitron gauges for the LE trim, a rear center headrest, and an updated radio head unit. This
was the first generation of the Corolla to be available in Mexico, and was offered in 3 trim levels:
the base CE, the mid-range LE and S, the latter the only trim to offer a manual transmission. It
was also fitted with mock-wood interior accents. Some models came with a 2-compartment
center console and leather seats. On the exterior, the LE and above models came with
color-keyed mirrors and door guards, and blacked out B-pillars. Some models were available
with blacked out headlight housings. On the interior, the color scheme is changed to black, with
subtle chrome accents. The S trim also adds a gauge set with white numbers and red markings
and needles for a sporty appearance. The XRS was very similar to its Corolla S cousin in
appearance, however there are significant changes to the mechanical components. The close
ratio C60 6-speed manual transmission, also found in the Toyota Matrix XRS, was the only
transmission available. The sport-tuned suspension lowered the Corolla XRS by A Yamaha
designed brace spans the front strut towers as well as a X-brace for the rear towers. The
steering column is thicker and the power steering system is unique. Other exterior differences
being the key colored grill surround other trims have chrome , XRS badge at the back, rear
discs, and the slightly lowered appearance. The interior features a three-spoke leather wrapped
steering wheel from the Celica, and leather shift knob, and leather shift boot from the Matrix
XRS. Optitron [25] gauges like those found in Lexus vehicles replaced the standard red on white
gauges. The interior has dark blue plastic with silver accenting and beige pillars from the
bottom of the windows to the beige headliner. The dashboard is black. The 4 main seats are
black cloth with a blue hexagon pattern and black cloth sides. The front floor mats are from the
Corolla S. Due to the rear X-brace, the rear seats do not fold like those found in the other
Corolla trims. Toyota estimated to sell approximately 5, Corolla XRS per year. Production
numbers have not been released, however it has been speculated that less than 7, were
produced unofficially estimated at 6, units. Unofficially, Toyota Canada has disclosed that were
sold MY model year and only MY , bringing a total of 1, Corolla XRS being sold in the country
over the 2 model years. This limited production and minimal exterior differences resulted in the
Corolla XRS being a unique sleeper hiding among the extremely common Corolla S and is the
final outright performance designed model from Toyota that was targeted towards "single male
buyers" [27] before the complete switch to the Toyotas' Scion youth oriented brand. The Corolla
XRS introduced in as a successor used the 2. While the Corolla XRS caters to a greater range of
customers with the available automatic transmission, it is also significantly slower and although
its design intentions are similar, it is a different car from the original â€” Corolla XRS. To
commemorate 20 years of building Toyota Corolla in Canada, Toyota Canada offered the 20th
Anniversary Edition Corolla CE for the model year, which includes power door locks with
keyless entry, cruise control, power windows with driver's side auto down, special edition
badging, aluminium alloy wheels and power sunroof. In Brazil, the Corolla sedan and the
Corolla Fielder wagon are built locally. It is available with the 1. Starting from the model
released May , the 1. Unlike most other flexible fuel vehicles in Brazilian market, the Corolla Flex
has the same power ratings either with ethanol or gasoline. From Wikipedia, the free
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